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The DPP government will focus on programs that will spur growth
and address the bottlenecks to growth and development. These
include Energy; Promotion of light industry; Trade and Private
Sector Development; Food and Nutrition Security; Education
and Human Development; Wider Health Coverage; Water and
Irrigation Development; Transport and ICT Infrastructure; and
Human Security. In this period, the DPP government will embark on
extensive but cautious mining and utilisation of our oil resources,
now that the legal and institutional frameworks have been
developed.
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Foreword
The Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) is here, once again with its
development and governance blueprint for the period 2019 to 2024.
This Manifesto reflects DPP beliefs and values which are grounded on
people-centered development approaches, long term infrastructure
developments, people-driven economic paradigms, and a culture of
respect for human rights and human dignity for all.

This is part of the legacy of our
founder, Professor Bingu wa
Mutharika. We are the DPP.
We are unbreakable. We are
unstoppable. Our landslide victory
is about to happen.
Our country has structural
challenges that make it
vulnerable to exogenous shocks
resulting in hunger, disease and
unemployment. But this is the
reason Malawi has the Democratic
Progressive Party (DPP) and
its leadership to end this cycle.
While the DPP government has
ensured that nobody dies of
hunger throughout its reign of
office from 2014 to-date, focus
in the coming years will be on
sustainable development. We have
gone beyond stabilization of our
economy, which was a prerequisite
in the almost collapsing cashgate
contaminated economy that we
inherited in 2014.
While we will continue to build
resilience to natural disasters,
we are now ready to lead Malawi
into a productive nation that will
compete and progress on the
global scale. We are the DPP, and
we deliver what we promise.

Just like the DPP pledged in 2014
and delivered accordingly, we are
here to continue a Government
that the people of Malawi want;
a Government they can trust, a
Government that will continue to
deliver on its promises.
The DPP has been tried and tested
and has proved its worth. At the
time we formed government in
2014, we found a broken economy,
with inflation at 27 percent and
we have reduced inflation to single
digits; we inherited a country with
debt levels equal to the size of the
national budget, a country with
foreign exchange cover of less than
one month.
Donors who had been supporting
40 percent of the budget had just
deserted our country because
of the infamous cashgate which
occurred under the previous
government.
Further, in less than a year in office,
floods and later drought hit the
country and left more than a third
of the population at the risk of
starvation. Yet, however we have
prevailed over these challenges,
we worked hard, and God has
always been on our side.
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We made promises which we
kept: promises to stabilise the
economy; promises to drastically
reduce the number of households
which were perpetually without
food; promises to ensure security
to individuals, households and
businesses; promises on ICT and
road infrastructure; promises
to revamp the health sector and
promises to consolidate the gains
made in the education sector
for the full realization of human
capital development; promises
to fight corruption; promise to
establish a Development Bank; and
many more.
Promises on public sector reforms;
decent and affordable housing;
and cash transfers to the poor and
elderly; Promises to continue with
farm input subsidy programme;
promises on community colleges;
and many more. We promised
to turn the economy around
and set the country on the
path to sustainable growth and
development. We have delivered
all these, despite some bottlenecks
and structural constraints we
faced.
Mindful of the long-term
development needs of the country,
and in line with the wishes of our
people, the DPP has developed this
Manifesto in order to translate the
people’s aspirations in alignment
with the Malawi Growth and
Development Strategy III and
Vision 2020.
In the period 2019 to 2024,
the DPP will embark on a
comprehensive economic
empowerment programme
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targeting all the people with
deliberate focus on youth
economic empowerment and
a concrete program for rural
poverty reduction and rural
industrialisation.
The DPP government will focus on
programs that will spur growth and
address the bottlenecks to growth
and development.
These include Energy; Promotion
of light industry; Trade and Private
Sector Development; Food and
Nutrition Security; Education
and Human Development; Wider
Health Coverage; Water and
Irrigation Development; Transport
and ICT Infrastructure; and Human
Security.
In this period, the DPP government
will embark on extensive but
cautious mining and exploitation
of our oil resources, now that the
legal and institutional frameworks
have been developed.
Specific supportive programs have
been constructed in the areas of
Macroeconomic Development;
Gender; Persons with Special
Needs, Financial services
development, Public Sector
Reforms and Governance. These
are some of the country’s priorities
as espoused in the MGDS III.
Thus, this Manifesto represents
the shared vision of a Party that is
both democratic and progressive.
It is a party whose leaders work for
the Good of the People and not to
promote their self-interests.
At the international level, the
DPP Manifesto reflects our belief
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in multilateralism and the need to turn Malawi into an active player
in economic globalization. Consequently, this Manifesto establishes
a platform for the domestication of the United Nations (UN) 2030
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), the 2063 African Union Agenda,
the Istanbul Programme of Action (IPoA), the Vienna Programme of
Action (VPoA), the Southern African Development Community Regional
Indicative Strategic Development Plan (SADC RISDP) and the Common
Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA) Treaty, just to
mention a few. The DPP government believes that Malawi is not an
island, but is an integral member of the international community.
On behalf of the mighty Democratic Progressive Party, I am happy to
invite all Malawi citizens within and outside the country, to join the
winning party, the DPP, and to participate in the political, economic and
social development of our country.
I also cordially welcome Malawi citizens of European, American, Asian,
other African and Arabic descent who have made their home in Malawi
or who are residing here, to join hands with the DPP so that together we
can build our country for the benefit of our children, our grandchildren
and for all generations to come.
Now that the DPP government has realized our dream for DualCitizenship which is now legalized, and with Patriotism, Integrity and
Hard Work as our development pillars, we will transform Malawi within
the shortest time possible.
The DPP is set and ready to transform Malawi into a middle-income
country by 2030.
WE ARE THE DPP.
WE ARE UNBREAKABLE, WE ARE UNSTOPPABLE.
DPP WOYEEEE! MALAWI WOYEEEE!

H.E. PROF. ARTHUR PETER MUTHARIKA
PRESIDENT, DEMOCRATIC PROGRESSIVE PARTY,
LILONGWE, MALAWI
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